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Abstract--The aeroelastic stability of flap bending, lead-lag bending and torsion of hingeless and 
bearingless rotor blades in forward flight is examined, using a finite element formulation based on 
Hamilton's principle. The hingeless blade is idealized as an elastic beam, and is discretized into beam 
elements. Each beam element consists of fifteen nodal degrees of freedom. Between the elements there 
is a continuity of displacement and slope for lag and flap bending, and a continuity of displacement for 
twist and axial deflection. For a bearingless rotor blade the flexbeam, the torque tube and the main blade 
are assumed as elastic beams, and these are discretized into beam elements. Quasisteady strip theory is 
used to evaluate the aerodynamic forces, and the unsteady aerodynamic effects are introduced approx- 
imately through a dynamic wake induced inflow modelling. The natural vibration characteristics of a 
rotating blade are calculated from the finite element equations. The blade finite element response equations 
are transformed tothe model space in the tbrm of a few normal mode equations. These nonlinear response 
equations containing periodic terms are solved iteratively using Floquet heory. The periodic perturbation 
equations linearized about he nonlinear response position are solved for stability using Floquet ransition 
matrix theory as well as constant coefficient approximation i the fixed reference frame. Results are 
presented for both stiff-inplane and soft-inplane blade configurations. Stability results are also obtained 
for a bearingless blade configuration consisting of single flexbeam with a wrap-around type torque tube 
and the pitch links located, one on the leading edge and the other on the trailing edge of the torque tube, 
The effects of several parameters on the blade stability are examined, including, the blade modelling. 
lag stiffness, dynamic inflow, constant coefficient approximation and forward speed. 
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lift curve slope 
matrix in first order equations in rotating and fixed system respectively 
blade chord 
blade section drag coefficient 
blade section lift coefficient 
blade section moment coefficient 
damping matrix in response quations 
thrust coefficient. T/'rrp.Q:R ~ 
weight coefficient, W / wp~ "R ~ 
equivalent drag are of helicopter 
nonlinear force vector in response quation 
distance of hub from helicopter c.g. 
stiffness matrix in response quations 
coefficients in Drees model 
aerodynamic forces in u, v and w directions, respectively 
mass per unit length of blade 
reference mass per unit length 
matrix in response quations 
number of elements 
number of blades 
rotor radius 
structural coupling parameter 
rotor thrust force 
elastic displacements in the x, y, : directions, respectively 
blade section radial, tangential nd normal velocities 
helicopter gross weight 
blade orthogonal coordinates 
blade section angle of attack 
real part of kth characteristic exponent 
precone 
blade lock number, paCR~/Ih 
air density 
perturbation quantity 
variation of kinetic and strain energies, respectively 
virtual work done due to aerodynamic loads 
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rotor inflow ratio 
kth chardcterktic exponent 
advance ratio, v cosallIR 
deformed blade coordinates, nondimensionalized. wtR 
, 
sohdtty ratto, h,,ClnR 
elastic twist about elastic axis 
geometric apparent twist about deflected elastic axis. due to coordinate tranbformatlon 
azimuth angle of the blade 
imaginary part of the kth exponent 
speed of rotation 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, the rotorcraft design trends are tending toward hingeless blade configurations 
because of their better maintenance characteristics and more control power. With a hingeless 
blade, the flap and lag hinges are eliminated and the blade is stiffer structurally, particularly, 
its flap mode stiffness. A bearingless rotor is a special example of hingeless rotor where even 
pitch bearing is eliminated. With the stiffer blades. there is a transfer of larger dynamic forces 
from the blade to the shaft and the blades are more susceptible to aeroelastic instabilities. 
The objective of the present paper is to examine aeroelastic stability of flap bending, leadlag 
bending and torsion of hingeless and bearingless rotors in forward flight using finite element 
formulation. 
The aeroelastic stability of rotor blades in hover and forward flight has been investigated 
by several researchers (see recent reviews[ l-31). Because of the complexity of the phenomena 
involving nonlinear structural aerodynamic and inertial forces, different researchers tudied the 
problem with varying levels of assumptions and modelling approximations. The simplest form 
of a rotor blade representation is to assume the blade to be rigid and restrained by bending 
springs at hinges located near the root end of the blade. Many researchers examined the 
aeroelastic stability of this simple model. For example, Peter[A] and Kaza and Kvatemik[S] 
investigated the aeroelastic stability of this model undergoing two degree flap and lag motions 
in forward flight. Recently, the authors[6] examined the aeroelastic stability of this simple model 
undergoing three degree flap, lag and torsion motions in forward flight. It was shown that the 
inclusion of the torsion degree of motion has an important influence on the blade stability. A 
better representation of a hingeless blade is to treat it as an elastic beam undergoing flap bending. 
lead-lag bending and torsional deflections. Many researchers examined the aeroelastic stability 
of this model in hover and a few authors investigated the stability of this model even in forward 
flight. For example, Friedmann and Kottapaili[7] and Johnson[8] have investigated the aeroe- 
lastic stability of an elastic blade in forward flight using classical modal approach. 
For rotor blades with complex root geometries as in the case with bearingless blades. it 
becomes difficult to apply the classical modal method. The finite element method which has 
been extensively used in the structural analysis problems. has a great potential to solve complex 
blade dynamics problems. The method is very flexible to different constraint conditions, and 
also quite natural with nonuniform properties. Sivaneri and Chopra[9] made a finite element 
formulation based on Hamilton’s principle to investigate the aeroelastic stability of an elastic 
blade in hover. This analysis was developed for a blade consisting of a single-load-path structure 
and could analyze conventional articulated and hingeless blades. Later on Sivaneri and Cho- 
pra[ lo] extended their finite element formulation to multiple-load-structure to study the aeroe- 
lastic stability of a bearingless blade in hover. Chopra[ I I] made a satisfactory correlation of 
analytical stability results calculated using this finite element analysis with the experimental 
data for some selected bearingless configurations. Straub and Friedman[ I?] used a Galerkin- 
type finite element formulation of flap bending and lag bending blade to study the aeroelastic 
stability of a hingeless blade in forward flight. 
In the present paper, the finite element formulation is extended to investigate the aeroelastic 
stability of hingeless and bearingless blades in forward flight. .4gain. the finite element theory, 
is based on energy principles (Hamilton). The blade is assumed to be an elastic beam and is 
discretized into beam elements. Each element consists of fifteen nodal degrees of freedom. 
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Between elements, there is a continuity of flap bending displacement w and slope w'. leadlag 
bending displacement v and slope v', axial displacement u and geometric twist ~b. In an element, 
there are two internal nodes for axial displacement and one internal node for twist. The for- 
mulation is developed for a general blade with nonuniform properties, also including pretwist 
and precone and with chordwise offsets of the center of mass, aerodynamic center and tension 
center from the elastic axis. 
The aerodynamic loads in forward flight are obtained using quasisteady strip theory. For 
steady inflow calculation a constant as well as linear variation of inflow (Drees) is used. 
The vehicle trim solution is determined iteratively from the vehicle overall nonlinear 
equilibrium equations, three force equations (vertical, longitudinal nd lateral) and two moment 
equations (pitching and rolling). This is called a propulsive trim solution and it determines the 
pilot-control settings as well as the vehicle orientation for a prescribed flight condition. There 
are many other forms of trim solutions available in literature[8], and the approximations involved 
with these solutions are discussed in Ref. 6. 
The blade time-dependent response solution is calculated from the blade nonlinear periodic 
equations. First, the natural vibration characteristics of the rotating blade are calculated about 
its undeflected position from the finite element equations. Then, the blade finite element response 
equations are transformed to the modal space in the form of a few (about six) normal mode 
equations. These nonlinear equations containing periodic terms are solved iteratively using 
Floquet heory[ 13]. A somewhat similar type ofquasilinerization procedure isused by Friedmann 
and Kottapalli[7]. The present solution retains all harmonics of modes considered, and it is 
calculated in the rotating reference frame. Another popular method, harmonic balancing[ 14l is 
widely used by researchers because of its simplicity but the solution procedure becomes heavy 
if higher harmonics are to be retained. 
For stability solution, the perturbation equations of motion are linearized about ihe blade 
equilibrium position and these equations contain periodic terms. First, the natural vibration 
characteristics of the rotating blade are calculated about its mean deflected position from the 
finite element equation. Then the blade perturbation equations are transformed to a few (about 
six) normal mode equations. For the stability solution the unsteady effects can be important 
and these are introduced in an approximate manner here through a dynamic inflow modelling. 
The effect of dynamic inflow model on blade stability in forward flight has been examined 
earlier for a simple blade model. For flap-lag model (two degrees)[14] as well as flap-lag- 
torsion model (three degrees)J6], the influence of dynamics inflow appears quite appreciable. 
The linearized periodic normal mode equations are solved using three different approaches. 
The first approach is to analyze the stability of the blade in the rotating reference frame using 
Floquet transition matrix theory. This approach is applicable if the inflow is assumed to be 
steady. The second and the third approach analyze the stability of rotor in the hub fixed reference 
frame. The blade equations in the rotating frame are transformed to the fixed reference frame 
numerically using Fourier coordinate transformation. I  the second approach, the rotor equations 
in fixed frame are solved using Floquet ransition matrix theory. Since the rotor equations in 
fixed frame contains few selected periodic terms, in the third approach a constant coefficient 
approximation is used, by cancelling out the periodic terms altogether and then solving the 
resulting constant coefficient equations. The last two approaches are used when dynamic inflow 
model is included. In the present formulation, the dynamic inflow model of Ref. 15 is used. 
In all the three approaches an eigenanalysis is made and the nature of eigenvalues explain the 
stability of the blades. 
A similar procedure is used to obtain the response and stability solution of a bearingless 
rotor. The bearingless configuration adopted for analysis consists of a flexbeam with a wrap- 
around type torque tube (Fig. 1). The torsionally soft flexbeam generally extends from the hub 
to about 15%-40% of the blade radius, where it is connected to the main blade. The pitch 
control to the blade is applied through atorsionally stiff torque tube by rotating it with the pitch 
link which elastically twists the flexbeam. In the present paper the pitch links are situated both 
at the leading as well as at the trailing edge of the torque tube. The flexbeam, the torque tube 
and the main blade are assumed as elastic beams and these are discretized into beam elements. 
The displacement and compatibility conditions at the clevis, between the inboard beams and 
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Fig. 1. Bearingless rotor blade. 
the outboard beams are satisfied. From the vehicle trim solution, the rotor thrust and the pitch 
controls are calculated, and with these then the pitch link schedule along the azimuth is calculated 
iteratively, using response solutions. For response calculations, the pitch link is modelled by 
an equivalent vertical force and the boundary conditions are let free at the torque tube end. 
Then using normal mode equations the nonlinear esponse is calculated. For stability solution, 
the perturbed equations of motion are linearized about the response solution, and for this the 
boundary constraints due to pitch link are introduced. The response and stability solution 
procedure for a bearingless blade is quite identical to that for a hingeless blade. 
The effects of several parameters on blade stability are examined, including, blade mo- 
delling, lag stiffness, dynamic inflow, constant coefficient approximation and forward speed. 
FORMULATION 
The formulation details are given in Refs. 9 and I0. The rotor blade is treated as an elastic 
beam rotating at constant angular velocity 1]. Figure 2 shows the undeformed and deformed 
positions of the blade. The rectangular coordinate system x, y, - is attached to the undeformed 
blade which is at a precone angle of IBt, and the x-axis coincides with the elastic axis. A point 
P on the undeformed elastic axis undergoes displacements u, v, w in the x, y, z directions, 
respectively and occupies the position P'  on the deformed axis: u is the axial deflection, v the 
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Fig. 2. Blade coordinate systems and deflections. 
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lead-lag deflection and w the flap deflection. Then the blade undergoes a rotation 0. about the 
deformed elastic axis: 
and 
0, = 0 +,i ,  
= ~ - v"w 'dx ,  
where 0 is the pretwist, ~b is the geometric twist, and ~b is the elastic twist due to torsion. 
The formulation is based on Hamilton's principle: 
(l) 
f t: (SU - ~T - ~W)dt  = 0, (2) 
where BU, 8T and BW are, respectively, the variation of strain energy, the variation of kinetic 
energy and the virtual work done by external forces. These energy expressions are made 
independent of the time derivatives of virtual displacements, 8u, 8v and 8w, and 8~b, and hence 
equation (2) can be written as 
5U - ST -  ~W = 0. (3) 
Hodges and Doweli[17] have given expression for 8U and 8T for moderate slopes. The expres- 
sion for 8W is 
BW = (L, 8U + L,. 5V + L,. ~W + M~, 8d~)dx, (4) 
where L,, L,., Lw and M,  are aerodynamic force distribution along the length of the blade in 
the axial, lead-lag and torsion directions, respectively, and virtual rotation ~ is 
86 = 8~ + w' ~v'. (5) 
The aerodynamic forces in forward flight are distributed along the length of the blade and 
are obtained based on a quasisteady strip theory approximation. These forces are periodic and 
depend on the azimuth position of the blade. Forces of noncirculatory origin are also included. 
In the present analysis the strip theory is based on sections in the deformed frame. As a 
result, forces obtained in the deformed frame are transformed to the undeformed frame. The 
velocity vector for a blade section is 
v = + v,7, + u:/.., (6) 
where 
Ux = -~ + /"rl, cos 0t + fi,"q, sin 0t + f l(v + "rl, cos 0~) - hflR~3p + f'/RI.t cos ~, 
Uy = - / ,  + d~B, sin 0j - f'/(x + u - V'rl, cos 0~ - w'rl, sin 00, 
U: = -~,  + ~b'q, cos 01 - f l~p(v + B, cos 0a) - k~R - p.12R~3p cos ~, 
where "rl, is the r I coordinate of the three-quarter chord point. 
The radial velocity UR, tangential velocity Ur, and normal velocity Ue can be obtained by 
coordinate transformation from deformed frame to undeformed frame. 
Ur = - [T ]  U,. . 
u~ 
(7) 
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The transformation matrix [T] is defined in Hodges et al.[18]. For steady induced inflow, a 
linear variation in inflow is used and is related to the rotor thrust as 
CT 
~. = p. tan cx + 2(~2 + h, ) l .  , (1 + k, - x cos + + k, • x sin ~). (8) 
where k~ and k, are obtained from Drees model as 
k, = 4/3[(1 - 1.8p.-')"k/I - (h/p.): - h/p.i, 
k, = -2p..  
For hover the k~ and k, become zero. 
Finite element discretization 
The blade is discretized into beam elements and each element consists of two end nodes 
and three internal nodes with a total of fifteen degrees of freedom (Fig. 3). Each of the end 
nodes has six degrees of freedom u, v, v', w, w' and ~. There are two internal nodes for u 
and one internal node for +. Between elements there is a continuity of displacement and slope 
for lag and flap bending, and a continuity of displacement for twist and axial deflection. The 
distributions of deflections over an element are represented in terms of nodal displacements and 
shape functions. Within the element, there is a cubic polynomial distribution for u, v and w 
and a quadratic polynomial for d~. The element forces are obtained applying Hamilton's 
principle. 
fi: ~,=, (SU, -  ~T~-  ~W,)dt = O, (9) 
where 8Ui, bTi, 5W~ are, respectively, the strain energy, kinetic energy and virtual work 
contribution of the ith element. The assembly of n elements yields the nonlinear periodic 
equations of motion in terms of nodal displacements. 
For bearingless rotors the flexbeam(s), the torque tube and the main outboard blade are 
all discretized into a number of beam elements. During the assembly of element matrices the 
displacement compatibility conditions at the junction of main blade, torque tube and flexbeam 
are satisfied. These are 
R t ~ Uf -~ Ub,  
V t .-~ Yf  ~-. Vb, 
p t t 
V t = V f  ~ Vb ,  
w, - "q,d~, = w I - aq/+r = wb, 
t t t 
W t ~ Wf  .-~ Wb,  
(10) 
where subscripts t, f and b respectively represent torque tube, flexbeam and blade. The finite 
element structural formulation details can be seen in Ref. 10. The assembly of n elements yields 
the equations of motion in terms of nodal displacements as 
[M(q)]{q} + [C(q, t~)]{q} + [K(q. +)]{q} = {QN,(q, d~)}. (11) 
These equations expressed in rotating reference frame contain nonlinear and periodic terms. 
After the assembly of element matrices the geometric boundary constraints are applied on global 
equations. For hingeless rotors the blade is cantilevered at the root end (x = 0), which means 
u, v, v', w, w' and ~b are zero. For bearingless configurations, the boundary constraints are 
applied to the flexbeam as well as the torque tube. The flexbeam is cantilevered at the root. 
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Fig. 3. A finite element showing nodal degrees of freedom. 
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which again means u, v. v',  w, w' and 6 are zero; whereas for the torque tube the constraint 
conditions very much depend upon the location of the pitch link. For the present calculations 
the pitch link is assumed rigid and the blade pitch is accomplished through the vertical dis- 
placement of pitch link. The torque tube is generally very stiff torsionally, so any change of 
blade pitch through pitch link displacement results in nearly a rigid body pitch displacement 
for the torque tube and an elastic twist distribution for the flexbeam. Since the pitch link is 
assumed to be rigid, there is no axial elastic deflection of pitch link. It is however possible to 
include the spring stiffness of pitch link easily as shown in Ref. 10. The pitch link joint with 
the torque tube is assumed to be a pin, and also the axial and lag displacements are freely 
permitted. For example, with bearingless configurations with one pitch link located at the leading 
edge and another at the trailing edge of the torque tube, the flap displacement is constrained 
zero. The resulting lobal equations of motion are nonlinear and contain periodic oefficients. 
The solution of these large number of finite element equations for response and stability of 
blade is a very involved task. In fact, it becomes more complicated with the inclusion of the 
dynamic inflow modelling. Therefore there is a need to reduce the number of equations which 
can be manageable for computation and also can make a good estimate of the solution. This 
key simplification is achieved by converting these equations in the modal space in the form of 
normal mode equations. In the present paper the structural finite element equations are solved 
to obtain natural vibration characteristics about some mean deflected position. For this purpose 
the Coriolis damping terms are also neglected. The resulting equations become 
(M~]{q} + [K~l{q} = O, (12) 
where the inertia matrix [Ms] and the stiffness matrix [Ks] are symmetric. These equations are 
solved as an algebraic eigenvalue problem using Jacobi Method. For the blade response solution, 
the normal mode equations are obtained using rotating vibration characteristics about its un- 
deflected position (zero pitch). For stability solution, the normal mode equations are obtained 
using rotating vibration characteristics about he blade's mean deflected position. 
SOLUTION PROCEDURE 
An aeroelastic stability analysis of a blade in forward flight consists of three major phases; 
vehicle trim, blade steady response and blade stability. These three phases of analysis are 
inherently coupled. A complete coupled solution is very involved, and it is therefore a common 
practice to uncouple these phases and study them separately. It is possible to achieve a certain 
amount of coupling between these phases through an iterative process. The first step of the 
analysis is to determine the vehicle trim solution. 
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Vehicle trim solution 
The vehicle trim solution in forward flight involves the calculations of pilot-control settings 
as well as the vehicle orientation for a prescribed flight condition. The propulsive trim parameters 
are determined from the satisfaction of three forces equilibrium equations (vertical, longitudinal 
and lateral) and two moments equilibrium equations (pitch, roll). Only the flap dynamics is 
used for obtaining the solution. The solution is calculated iteratively from nonlinear vehicle 
equilibrium equations (large angles). The offsets of the fuselage center of gravity from the hub 
axes are included. For steady inflow a linear variation of inflow (Drees) is used in the analysis. 
The details of this propulsive trim procedure are given in Ref. 6. 
Blade response solution 
The blade response solution involves the determination of time dependent blade position 
at different azimuth locations. To obtain the steady response of the blade the global equations 
in terms of nodal displacements are transformed to normal mode equations. To reduce com- 
putation time the elemental structural and aerodynamic matrices are directly transformed to 
normal mode equations. For this transformation the rotating, elastic models for zero blade pitch 
are used. The final equations of motion in modal space can be written as 
[Mr(0)l{i~'} + [Cr(0)l{.~} + [Kr(0)l{x} = {FNt($. {x}, {.~})}, (13) 
where the inertia matrix [M($)], damping matrix [C(0)] and stiffness matrix [K(+)] contain 
periodic terms. The actual nodal deflections {q} can be obtained from normal mode coordinates 
{x} using the transformation 
{q} = [(P]{x}, (14) 
where [~] consists of free vibration modes. The coupled normal mode equations (13) obtained 
in rotating reference frame can be rewritten 
{~'} - [A(O)I{Y} = [G(O, {Y})I, (15) 
where {Y} is the state variable vector involving 2m states, and the m is the number of modes 
used in the analysis. The above coupled nonlinear periodic equations are solved using an iterative 
procedure based upon Floquet theory[13]. The detailed numerical procedure to calculate the 
initial condition for numerical integration of the nonlinear periodic equations of motion is 
described in Ref. 6. Using these initial conditions the blade response at any azimuth position 
is calculated by numerical integration of eqns (15) by Runge-Kutta scheme. The response 
solution obtained in rotating reference frame contains all harmonics for flap, lag and torsion 
deflections. The blade response solution at various azimuth steps are stored for stability analysis. 
For bearingless rotor blade, a torque is applied at the torque tube end through the pitch 
link to obtain the desired pitch angle. The pitch setting depends on the rotor thrust requirement 
and can be calculated from the vehicle trim solution. For the desired pitch, one would like first 
to make an estimate of pitch link displacement. An efficient way is to replace the pitch link 
with an equivalent force and calculate the steady blade response of the blade with free boundary 
conditions at the torque tube end. The pitch link force however depends on the pitch link 
displacement aswell as the flight conditions; and its initial estimate is made using the first few 
vibration modes. The level of the pitch link force is adjusted iteratively until a desired pitch 
angle is obtained. This approach results in a converged solution with a few natural modes. The 
other nonlinear esponse calculations for bearingless blades are identical to those for hingeless 
blades. 
The calculated response solution contains all harmonics for flap, lag and torsion deflections 
and is subsequently used for aeroelastic stability analysis. 
Aeroelastic stability solution 
For stability analysis the blade perturbation equations of motion are linearized about the 
equilibrium position. These equations are transformed to the modal space using free vibration 
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characteristics of the blade about its mean deflected position. Therefore as first step the free 
vibration characteristic of the blade are calculated about its nonlinear deflected position. The 
perturbation equations in the form of normal mode equations are 
{8i"} = [A({Y}. {Y}. *)I{SY}. (16) 
where {Y}. {Y} are the blade equilibrium position in the rotating reference frame and {SY}, {sY} 
are the perturbation states. These linearized equations are solved for stability using F[oquet 
transition matrix theory. Here the eigenvalues of transition matrix of [A] can be written in 
characteristic exponents form. 
k~ = a~ + icon. (17) 
The real and imaginary parts of kk represent the blade damping and frequency, respectively. 
The criterion for the mode to be stable is when cq < 0. The above approach is applicable if 
the inflow is assumed to be steady. 
For the perturbation solution unsteady aerodynamics effect can be important and these are 
introduced in an approximate manner through a dynamic inflow modelling. With the inclusion 
of dynamic inflow it is convenient to analyze blade stability in the fixed reference frame. For 
dynamic inflow modelling, the inflow is perturbed about the steady inflow h, 
X = h, + 5h. (18) 
where g~. is the perturbed inflow component. A linear variation of perturbed inflow is used 
5h = 5h0 + 5h.~,.r cos O + 5h~,x sin O. (19) 
The dynamic inflow components 5ho, 5Xt,. 5h~, are related to rotor perturbation aerodynamic 
forces and moments 
where 
and 
[ml{8~} + [/-'I{8X} = {SF}. (20) 
,,, [" 5Cr ]  
~=~ LSC,,, J ,  
F Sk. ] 
= 
LBx, , . J  
The 5Cr, 5C,,,, 5C,,, are the perturbed thrust, roll moment and pitch moment and these are 
obtained for the ith blade. The [m] and [/-~] matrices used here have been taken from Ref. 15 
and these are based on actuator disk theory. The transformations of the blade equations from 
the rotating reference frame to the fixed reference frame are carried out numerically using 
Fourier coordinate transformation. The formulation details for the inclusion of dynamic inflow 
in the fixed reference frame are presented in Ref. 6. The blade equations of motion along with 
dynamic inflow model can be represented as
(21) 
These equations are solved for stability using both Floquet ransition matrix theory and constant 
coefficient approximation. 
The above procedure is applied to both hingeless and bearingless rotors. For both classes 
C~MWA t2 ,1~- I  
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of rotors, the natural vibration characteristics of the blade are calculated about he mean deflected 
position. However with the bearingless configurations the boundary constraints for the pertur- 
bation solution are somewhat modified from those of response solution. The pitch link is assumed 
rigid and it constrains the displacement of the torque tube. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Hingeless rotor 
The aeroelastic stability is examined for a four-bladed hingeless rotor with Lock number 
"y = 5.0, solidity ratio, o" = 0.05, chord to radius ratio C/R = 0.039 and zero precone. The 
fuselage center of gravity lies on the shaft axis and is assumed to be at a distance 0.2R below 
the rotor center. The aerofoil characteristics u ed are 
Ct = 5.7ot, 
C,, = 0.01, 
C,, = -0.02.  
The helicopter drag coefficient in terms of fiat plate area ratio (f/lrR ~-) of 0.01 is used. The 
uniform blade properties elected for the stability analysis of a hingeless rotor blade are given 
in Table 1. The stiffnesses El,, El:, G J, and the inertial parameters k,,,,, k,,:, kA are chosen such 
that the rotating frequencies correspond to given values. The first rotating natural frequencies 
in flap bending and torsion are 1.14/rev and 4.94/rev respectively. Two different lag bending 
frequencies are used; 0.58/rev for soft-inplane and 1.5/rev for stiff-inplane rotor. A thrust level 
C,,/cr = 0.1 is used for the stability calculation. 
First, results were calculated for some selected configurations to make comparison with 
those of other authors for identical conditions. As an example the response and stability results 
in forward flight obtained in rotating reference frame for hingeless blades were quite comparable 
to those in Refs. 7 and 12. 
For numerical results, a convergence study was conducted to determine time steps needed 
in one revolution for time integration (Runge-Kutta) used in Floquet theory. It was concluded 
that 120 time steps are quite adequate for well converged response as well as stability solutions. 
It was also observed that four finite elements and about six normal modes (two flap, two lag, 
two torsion) were sufficient o obtain a converged stability solution. For stability results the 
first lag bending mode damping is presented only. The flap and torsion modes are comparatively 
high damped modes and are not presented here. 
The propulsive trim control settings 0o, 0~,, 0t~ and otHp in hub plane are presented in Fig. 
4 for different forward speeds. The solution is calculated iteratively from nonlinear vehicle 
equilibrium equations (large angles). For steady induced inflow a linear distribution model 
(Drees) as well as a constant inflow model are used. 
Figures 5(a)-(c) present ime dependent equilibrium position of blade for one complete 
revolution for a stiff-inplane rotor. The results are obtained for three different advance ratios, 
0, 0.2 and 0.4. The advance ratio (~) of zero represents hover condition and the advance ratio 
of 0.4 represents a high forward speed condition. The response solution in terms of flapwise 
bending, chordwise bending and torsion deflections i calculated iteratively from nonlinear blade 
equations (rotating frame) using the Floquet heory. The response solution contains first as well 
Table 1. Hingeless blade structural properties 
EL/m,,IFR ~ = 0.0130 
El:/m.lq:R ~ = 0.1669 (stiff) 
= 0.0153 (soft) 
GJ/m,,f~'-R ~= 0.00566 
K,,,/R = 0.0 
K,...tR = 0.025 
K~/K,. = 1.0 
mime, = 1.0 
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Fig. 4. Vehicle propulsive trim. 
as higher harmonics. In the figures the blade tip deflections are presented. With increasing 
forward speeds, the vibratory amplitude as well as the mean level of response change. The 
peak-to-peak amplitude increases for all three bending modes (flap, lag and torsion) with 
increasing advance ratios. The azimuth positions at which peaks occur are different for three 
bending modes. However, the occurance of peak for any one of the bending mode (say flap) 
is only slightly changed with advance ratio. Figure 6(a)-6(c) shows the blade response solution 
for a soft-inplane rotor for an advance ratio I~ of 0.4. For comparison, the linear response 
solution (dotted) is also presented. There are some differences between linear and nonlinear 
solutions. Comparing the response results for stiff-inplane and soft-inplane rotors, one finds 
that there are changes in both sets of results. For example, for flap bending the peak-to-peak 
amplitude has gone up by 40% for soft-inplane rotor. Also the maximum blade tip deflection 
(up) takes place at the advancing side of the disk for soft-inplane rotor whereas it takes place 
on the retreating side for the stiff-inplane rotor. For lag mode bending, the peak-to-peak response 
amplitude for soft-inplane rotor is reduced to about one-seventh e value of that of stiff-inplane 
rotor. There is however less influence on torsion response amplitude due to change in blade 
inplane frequency. 
Figures 7 and 8 show the lag mode stability results, respectively, for stiff-inplane and soft- 
inplane rotors. On the figures, the damping in terms of negative real part of the eigenvalue 
a t in rotating frame is plotted. The ( -a  t) of zero represents he zero damping condition, a 
boundary line for dynamic instability. A positive value of ( - a t) means that damping is positive 
and the blade lag mode is stable from dynamic instability. The results hown here are calculated 
without he inclusion of the dynamic inflow. The full line shows the results for an elastic blade 
model whereas the dotted line shows the results for a simple hinged model consisting three 
degrees of motion (rigid flap, rigid lag and feather). The simple model results are obtained for 
identical flap, lag and torstion frequencies (rotating) and also assuming full blade structural 
coupling, Rs = 1 (rigid hub) (Ref. 6). The simple model predicts tability trends reasonably 
well at a much smaller computational cost. To predict accurately the stability results one needs 
to adopt an elastic blade model. The stiffer the lag stiffness, the more the need to treat the 
blade as a hingeless elastic blade. 
Figures 9 and 10 show the damping of low-frequency cyclic lag mode, respectively, for 
stiff-inplane and soft-inplane rotors. On the figure, the damping in terms negative of real part 
of the eigenvalue in the fixed reference frame is plotted. Again the negative value of (-et;) 
will make the blade unstable. The low frequency lag mode is a regressing mode for the stiff- 
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Table 2. Bearingless blade structural properties 
Torsion 
Length Flapwise Chordwise Torsion Mass Inertia 
Element I /R  E1/m, ,~ZR ~ El:/m,,f~'-R ~ GJ.'m,,~]'-R ~ m. m,, k~,,. R: 
1 0.367 .0055 .1501 .0029 1.0 .00091 Blade 
2 0.436 .0055 .1501 .0029 1.0 .00091 Blade 
3 0.113 .00158 .0052 .00021 .299 .000029 Flexbeam 
4 0.085 2.099 2.099 9.15 72.6 .0346 Flexbeam 
5 0.0564 4.257 4.257 1.815 7.65 .0020 Torque Tube 
6 0.0564 4.257 4.257 1.815 7.65 .0020 Torque Tube 
inplane rotor and it is a progressive mode for the soft-inplane rotor. Three sets of results are 
shown and these are respectively represent dynamic inflow Floquet results (full line), dynamic 
inflow constant coefficient approximation results (big dots) and steady inflow results (small 
dots). The constant coefficient approximation is again quite satisfactory for low advance ratios 
(la. < 0.3). The dynamic inflow is important for low forward speeds (ix < 0.1), in fact neglecting 
it overestimates the blade stability. For stiff-inplane rotors, the dynamic inflow appears important 
even at high forward speeds (ix > 0.3). Another interesting point with stiff-inplane rotors is 
that higher forward speeds (ix > 0.35), the lagmode stability sharply degrades, and somewhat 
similar observations were made by other authors. 
Bearingless rotors 
Numerical results for stability are also calculated for bearingless blade configurations in 
forward flight. The blade is respresented by a flexbeam with a wrap-around type torque tube 
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Fig. II. Damping of low-frequency cyclic lag mode for a soft-inplane bearingles,, rotor IC.o" = 0.05. 
v~ = 0.74). 
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(Fig. 1). The pitch links are pinned to the torque tube and are located, one at the leading edge 
and another at the trailing edge. For calculations of results, the blade is discretized into six 
elements; two elements for main blade, two elements for flexbeam and two elements for torque 
tube. Six modes (two flap bending, two lag bending and two torsion modes) are used t'or blade 
response as well as stability calculations. 
The nondimensional structural properties of elements are given in Table 2. The rotating 
natural frequencies in flap bending, lag bending and torsion are 0.74/rev, 1.14/rev and 3.11/ 
rev, respectively. The model rotor characteristics are Lock number "y = 5.9, solidity ratio 
o" = 0.03, three bladed and zero precone. The airfoil characteristics u ed are 
Ci = 5.73e~, 
Ca = 0.0079 + 1.79a'-, 
C,, = 0. 
First, the blade response and stability results were calculated for bearingless rotor model 
in hover (It = 0) and these were compared with those of Ref. 11. The comparison between 
the two sets of results appeared quite satisfactory. Then the blade stability analysis in forward 
flight was performed. 
Figure I I shows the damping of low-frequency cyclic lag mode for a bearingless rotor 
blade for different advance ratio. The results how that with increase in forward speed the lag 
damping increases, and hence the blade becomes more stable. The effect of dynamic inflow 
on lag mode stability is destabilizing for this soft-inplane rotor. There is an appreciable influence 
of dynamic inflow at large advance ratios which is not the case with hingeless blades which 
show no response to dynamic inflow at high advance ratios (it > 0.3). Again the constant 
coefficient approximation is quite satisfactory with low advance ratios (p. < 0.25). 
CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents the successful application of finite element method based on Hamilton's 
principle to determine the response and dynamic stability of hingeless and bearingless rotor 
blades in forward flight. The blade undergoing flap bending, lead-lag bending and torsion 
motion is discretized into a number of beam elements and each element consists of fifteen 
degrees of freedom. The convergence study showed that four beam elements were sufficient o 
obtain satisfactory response and stability solutions for a hingeless rotor blade, whereas ix 
elements (two for blade, two for flexbeam and two for torque tube) were needed to obtain 
satisfactory solution for a bearingless rotor blade. The nonlinear steady blade response along 
the azimuth was calculated successfully solving nonlinear periodic blade equations in the modal 
space using an iterative procedure based on Floquet heory. For response normal mode equations, 
six rotating modes (two flap, two lag and two torsion) appeared adequate for hingeless as well 
as bearingless blades. The vibratory amplitude and the mean level of response depends upon 
the advance ratio as well as blade structural stiffness. The blade stability is calculated from 
linearized perturbation equations containing periodic terms using Floquet ransition matrix theory 
as well as constant coefficient approximation i  the fixed reference frame. With the inclusion 
of dynamic inflow, it is needed to solve the stability in the fixed reference frame. Comparing 
the stability results of elastic blade model with those of spring restrained rigid model, it is seen 
that for accurate results one needs to adopt an elastic blade modelling, in particular for stiff- 
inplane rotors. The stability results are obtained for both soft-inplane and stiff-inplane rotors. 
The effect of dynamic inflow on blade stability is quite important for hingeless as well as 
bearingless rotors. For soft-inplane hingeless rotors, the influence of dynamic inflow is negligible 
at high advance ratio (p. > 0.3). For stiff-inplane rotors the lag mode stability degrades at high 
advance ratios (O. > 0.35). The constant coefficient approximation is satisfactory for low advance 
ratios (~ < 0.25) for both hingeless and bearingless blade configurations. 
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